Ukraine Section

Getting Closer to Industry
- Organizing IT Panels and Industry Tracks based on IEEE conferences and workshops.
- Invite industry speakers at local IEEE events will be continued.

Attracting and Supporting Future Members
- Students and Young Professional are involved by Section in all major IEEE activities.
- We work together with Societies to provide free membership for most active volunteers.
- We will organize local IEEE UKRSYP in 2018.
- Section supported students participation in IEEE Region 8 SYP Congress.

Section Vitality
- Regular face-to-face ExCom meetings, planning Sections activities and special events, usually inviting students and guests.
- Regular Section and Chapters Elections.
- Section ExCom provides local rules and recommendation for local organizers of IEEE Conferences.
- IEEE founded the Public Union “IEEE Ukraine Section”. It will help us in many IEEE activities.

IEEE in Africa
We could invite guests from Africa to our local events or be available as speakers for their local events.

Support from IEEE Office in Vienna, Austria
We hope for better understanding of local bureaucratic topics.

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback
We invite everyone to participate in IEEE Ukraine Section 25th Anniversary and 2017 IEEE First Ukraine Conference on Electrical and Computer Engineering (UKRCON) in Kyiv, Ukraine. The event will take place on May 29 - June 2, 2017.

The First IEEE UKRCON-2017 general theme, Celebrating 25 Years of IEEE Ukraine Section, reflects the profound impact of IEEE on the Ukrainian Science for the last 25 years. IEEE Ukraine Section was founded on November 21, 1991 and for 25 years helps Ukrainian scientists find ways for cooperation with various international partners through IEEE conferences and grants.

Website: http://ukrcon.ieee.org.ua